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BACKGROUND

Small cells have become a frequent topic of discussion for communities in light of the  
FCC wireless infrastructure order designed to accelerate the rollout of 5G small cells in 
cities across the U.S. As a result of that order, local governments must now engage carriers 
and operators in new ways, while proactively defining application, design, and location 
requirements for small cell deployments. 

US Ignite hosted a Forum workshop on Smart City Small Cells focused on strategies that cities 
and network operators are creating to work together to deliver next generation connectivity. 
In a first for the program, the Forum workshop took place as an online event in response to 
the emerging COVID-19 pandemic. The workshop featured community leaders from New York 
City, NY, Syracuse, NY, Dallas, TX, and Colorado Springs, CO, plus attendance from additional 
community, university, industry, and non-profit partners.

As a follow-up to the online event, US ignite created a podcast series, Ignite on Air, to dig 
deeper into the topics discussed during the event. Mari Silbey, Forum Program Director, held 
interviews with each of the speakers exploring their engagements with wireless carriers and 
highlighting insights related to permitting processes, deployment strategies, and revenue 
opportunities. 

This playbook shares the experiences and conclusions of city leaders as captured on Ignite on Air.

US IGNITE SMART CITY SMALL CELLS

https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-facilitates-wireless-infrastructure-deployment-5g
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SMALL CELLS WITH NEW YORK CITY 

Interview with Al Jenkins, former Deputy Commissioner of Telecommunications Planning  
for New York City.  
This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Silbey: I’m Mari Silbey with US Ignite, and I’m happy to welcome as my guest today Al Jenkins, 
former deputy commissioner of telecommunications planning for New York City.

ALTERNATIVE ASSETS FOR SMALL CELL DEPLOYMENTS

Silbey: Now, during the workshop, one issue that we touched on but did not explore in detail  
was the use of infrastructure beyond streetlights and utility poles for small cell deployments. 
I want to start there. What infrastructure should communities be thinking about as potential 
assets for use in the rollout of small cells besides poles?

Jenkins: I think street lighting utility poles are natural telecommunications infrastructure 
attractions because they come already wired in most cases, with both electric power and fiber 
optics. They also come with the vertical height needed for small cell operators to place their 
transmission equipment relatively close to the potential subscribers while trying to maximize 
coverage areas. Plus, there’s hundreds, if not thousands, of these already in place, which could 
provide the quickest and easiest time-to-market solutions. 

I’m going to sort of describe some of the factors that small cell engineers look for in the use of 
municipal assets in some of the urban markets beyond streetlight poles. Sites that are close to 
consistent, densely populated areas or high traffic corridors, sites with easy access, sites with 
easy and quick leasing and permitting turnaround times, and sites with existing utilities, and 
without the high construction costs to them. These are primarily all time-to-market and quick 
leasing and construction considerations. 

These same decision-making choices can be found in other sites beyond street lighting utility 
poles, of course.

Municipalities which own or manage real 
property which can house Radio Access Nodes 
with sufficient fiber and power can ultimately 
deploy small cells faster with more aesthetic 
acceptances. Faster zoning and permitting too!
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Government buildings, digital kiosks, bus shelters, railway catenary, water tanks, bridges, 
billboards, utility transmission structures and other transportation-related steel structures 
hosting highway signage, and of course, radio towers are all viable choices for engineers to 
contemplate while citing the best telecommunications candidate for each small cell location. 
The best advice here is to manage the municipal infrastructure with a telecommunications site 
manager, either one that is homegrown within the agency or an outside telecom site manager. 
That site manager can then understand the municipality’s complete city asset inventory and can 
market those assets to the telecommunications industry for lease. This is an excellent way to 
generate newfound revenues and broker for next generation technology services.

NEW REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES

Silbey: I want to go back to the revenue question in a minute. But I love that answer because I love 
the idea of giving municipal leaders a new lens to look at their municipal infrastructure through. I 
want to also touch on the idea, you talked about power, for example, also fiber obviously is necessary 
for backhaul for most small cells. Should communities also be thinking about using fiber or even 
conduit they own as an asset here when they are talking with wireless carriers, or do wireless 
carriers only want to use their own fiber or partnered fiber for small cell deployments?

Jenkins: That’s a good question and has sort of multiple answers. I could start by suggesting 
that fiber is clearly the preferable choice for small cell backhaul when abundantly available. But 
it’s not as abundantly available as you’d think for the purposes of small cell deployment. I mean, 
even in cities like New York, where there are more than about 15 major fiber optic providers, 
they still have difficulties getting fiber to potentially every small cell location that, mind you, four 
major operators would like to locate small cells to. There are thousands of these small cells 
needed in urban marketplaces like New York, and to expect fiber to either be newly laid or, for 
that much street disruption to have to occur where fiber may already lie would not anticipate 
the sheer construction and roadway disruption necessary to deploy the miles of fiber that’s 
necessary in a very short period of time to many anticipated small cells. 

DIG ONCE POLICY 

Jenkins: Municipalities should carefully coordinate with telecommunications providers 
regarding new fiber deployments to minimize the impact of such ambitious street construction 
considerations. Many cities are developing or modifying their one-dig policies around these 
considerations today. It’s going to take years, however, to deploy the kind of fiber infrastructure 
to provide fiber backhaul to every new small cell site. When municipalities do grant permissions 
for operators to deploy new conduit for fiber. The municipality should also require that they lay 
new conduit or make available conduit space for municipal use in all cases. No matter how many 
operators request new conduit deployments. 

This does several things municipalities have not done effectively in the past. It mitigates the 
number of times street openings or closures are required for the very same purposes. It allows 
municipalities to be flexible on when, where, and why fiber should be deployed. It allows the 
municipalities to generate revenues by either leasing dark fiber or allowing other agencies like 
education or public safety access to critical infrastructure when and where necessary. It also 
allows municipalities to promote new fiber deployments in underserved neighborhoods, and it 
also allows municipalities to get out in front of their respective comprehensive plans where new 
zoning might contemplate affordable housing or industrial zones or new retail areas, or more 
importantly, where new hospitals, schools or libraries are to be built.
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Silbey: You bring up a very good point there, which is looking ahead to building and construction 
and development that needs to take place in a community and the sort of dig-once rules that 
go along with that. Do you think going forward that we might get something, let’s say in a new 
stimulus-oriented infrastructure bill, for example, that we might be able to get language in 
something like that that stipulates for inclusion of connectivity, whether it’s conduit or fiber or 
something else, into new infrastructure builds? Again, whether they are government funded in 
some kind of infrastructure stimulus bill or whether it’s commercial ventures that nonetheless 
require public right of way.

Jenkins: The short answer is yes. I think connectivity has become ever so apparent as a vital and 
necessary utility that every person should have access to on an equitable basis. I believe that the 
federal government, particularly the FCC, has been advancing new spectrum policies as well as 
recommending siting policies that support the advancement of small-scale deployments across 
the U.S. Some of the siting policies are a bit contentious with many urban government authorities 
because it mandates costs, time-to-market shot clocks, and access to municipal infrastructure 
without local authority or fair market value considerations. But, if local authorities can put in 
place a smart, efficient, and streamlined time-to-market use of municipal infrastructure, I believe 
carriers would accept such regulations provided it gets them to the marketplace that meets their 
stakeholders requirements. 

mmWave Network deployments in cities
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Many small cell operators are already taking advantage by purchasing new spectrum for 
the deployment of millimeter wave and fixed wireless equipment, which can exponentially 
support the rollout of next generation technologies with or without fiber for both fronthaul and 
backhaul voice and data traffic. Municipalities have to create policies which can accommodate 
this new equipment type so that carriers can utilize city infrastructure to quickly deploy small 
cells. It’s a combination of municipal government agencies allowing access to their citywide 
real property assets, streamlining zoning and permitting policies, and affordable site cost. I 
believe connectivity, particularly to underserved communities, should become a more quick and 
automatic process.

DRIVING CARRIER IMPLEMENTATION AND ADDITIONAL REVENUE FOR SMART CITY INITIATIVES

Silbey: You talked a little bit again about, or referenced revenue again in that discussion. Do you 
think there’s a way, given what the current FCC mandate is, for municipalities to look at offering 
some other kind of value to carriers, whether it’s shared infrastructure or installations that 
combine functions, not just small cells, but maybe also, for example, electric vehicle charging. 
Is there something else that communities can offer that both helps carriers get to market more 
quickly and perhaps gives them some negotiating power in terms of making these agreements 
with the carriers?

Jenkins: Well, access to infrastructure is everything. Shared infrastructure will play a critical role 
in wireless and wireline networks going forward in order to have multiple providers providing 
wireless services in the same critical places. That’s very important because some of those 
critical places are now saturated. So, you have to have a plan for some shared infrastructure or 
neutral host solution. For example, airports and stadiums, convention centers, transportation 
depots should all have a neutral host backbone to support various providers providing services 
like cellular Wi-Fi, CBRS, and IoT. 

Other shared infrastructure ideas municipalities should be considering are mini data centers, 
where multiple operators can locate a rack or multiple racks of radio equipment which are 
powered and provisioned with sufficient fiber. These mini data centers can be owned by the 
municipality, which could collect substantial revenues, there is that word again, as well as in-kind 
services for the use of such space. I keep bringing in revenues with municipalities because they 
typically and traditionally have sort of squandered hundreds of millions of dollars of revenue by 
not having a municipal citywide real property asset use plan. These revenues are very critical 
to these municipalities to proliferate their own smart city initiatives, many of which they have 
always suggested, yet do not have the budget or funding for the broadband required. They have 
very great smart city initiatives policies, but don’t have the funding to proceed here. To the extent 
that you have the most critical asset that telecommunications providers are looking for, which is 
access to infrastructure and streamlined processes for zoning and permitting, this is the way you 
generate revenue to put into your funding for your smart city plans.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19

Silbey: One final question, which is given the current health crisis, the COVID-19 health crisis, 
which is exposing connectivity gaps across the country and emphasizing the importance of this 
robust infrastructure and Internet access, do you think that there will be changes in the after-
math of this pandemic in how we deploy broadband to unserved and underserved populations?

Jenkins: I would hope federal, state, and local government strongly recommit to the time-to-
market policies each have in place to proliferate broadband services to those that have been 
traditionally underserved or unserved. You know, in many states and cities, there is no one 
comprehensive policy that supports accelerating next generation broadband services to un-
derserved communities. What I find is there is a kaleidoscope of legacy policies and advancing 
policies that try and support promoting broadband deployment to underserved neighborhoods. 
But municipalities cannot quite manage advancing smart broadband policies with actual 
real-world deployment speeds or needs. That is because in many cases you must advance and 
accelerate available infrastructure use, fair market leasing costs per site. You must advance 
master lease arrangements, streamline zoning and permitting processes, and craft reasonable 
timelines for on-street construction. If you do not have policies that take in these consider-
ations, you will unlikely be able to accelerate the connectivity gaps. In most cases it’s because 
municipalities are good to great at crafting policies, rules, and regulations, but they lack the 
experience in managing infrastructure buildouts from multiple operators and carriers at the 
same time, which need immediate access to municipal infrastructure.

I think the digital divides have become very visible, if they were not in the past, and I do believe 
that there must be robust efforts in broadband deployments to underserved and unserved 
populations as the pandemic has made this vital infrastructure component less invisible. 

See Tips for Smart City Telecommunication Planning shared by Al Jenkins in  
the Appendix
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SYRACUSE NEW YORK

Interview with Sam Edelstein, Chief Data Officer for Syracuse, New York.  
This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Silbey: The Forum workshop on small cells was also our very first online Forum event. We were 
supposed to meet up in person in Denver, but out of necessity and a healthy respect for social 
distancing, we transferred the event online. I thought the conversation went really well and there 
was some good information coming out on how local governments are working with carriers to get 
these small cells deployed. Would you agree? Do you think the discussion was a worthwhile one?

Edelstein: It was really interesting. All these different cities and states around the country are 
dealing with and interpreting things in their own way with guidance from the federal government. 
It is interesting to see how different places have deployed and dealt with the issue themselves.

IDENTIFIED PRIORITIES 

Silbey: In your case in Syracuse, you made a non-exclusive but significant agreement for small 
cell deployments with Verizon recently. Can you tell us a little about that?

Edelstein: We had put together an overall ordinance for small cells a few years ago prior to the 
FCC order on small cells coming out, which was a bit restrictive. So once the FCC order came 
into play, the ordinance was just out of date, and Verizon Wireless had approached us and kind of 
talked to us about what that was, what it would look like to change over, and what it would mean 
for us to get 5G in small cells installed in the city.

It was nice to have that kind of attention, but we wanted to take seriously what our approach 
would be. Ultimately, we came to the conclusion that we have a major issue with connectivity and 
digital divide issues in the city. 5G does not solve that, but we see it as a piece of the puzzle that 
can be resolved.

We also have a thriving unmanned aerial systems industry in this city and in the region that we 
think 5G can help to spur even more in just general interest in technology and communications 
infrastructure overall. And so it was our idea that while we didn’t love having guidance from the 
federal government on exactly what we needed to do, and that it was taking away a little bit of 
our control, ultimately having the technology installed and being among the first cities in the 
state, in the country to have this technology here was a useful thing that should pay dividends in 
the future.

ADDRESSING PERCEIVED HEALTH RISKS WITH 5G

Silbey: One thing you mentioned in our event is that part of your agreement with Verizon 
stipulates that they run a certain number of tests each year related to the impact of small cell 
radio frequency waves on people’s health. That strikes me as a big deal because there’s been a 
lot of public backlash. We have seen more of it even recently against 5G small cells specifically 
around perceived health risk. Even where we’re seeing a lot of those risks or perceived risks 
being debunked, has the fact that there will be testing by Verizon changed the conversations 
you’re having with the community about the small cell installations?
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Edelstein: I mean, it is hard to tell exactly. There are still people who will raise concerns with 
us even despite having those specifics in our agreement. I think it certainly helps us to say 
we have done what we think is appropriate to provide the correct protections, all within the 
lines of what we believe, what the science and another health experts recommend. It certainly 
may, you know, have given some help to certain residents that were kind of on the fence. It’s 
certainly what we were able to do.

In our discussions with Verizon Wireless, we said look, this thing isn’t going to pass our 
common council if we can’t get these kind of guarantees, and so this is something that really 
needs to be in there, and they were agreeable. They had no concern, really, over the health 
impacts, and so were agreeable to testing as well.

Silbey: Well, it’s interesting, because I have talked to some folks out of Denver who now say 
that the community engagement issue and particularly engaging around this perceived health 
risk is probably their number one issue with small cell deployments right now. They’ve solved 
a lot of the permitting streamlining and figuring out what those smart poles are going to look 
like, but dealing with the community and getting the community to understand has been a 
huge challenge for them.

Edelstein: Yeah, absolutely. I mean, again, you know, that was the purpose of putting something 
in writing within the ordinance, or the agreement that we came to. There will always be people 
who have concerns, but there are also people who have concerns about, you know, other 
things that we do, and the hope is that we can just be open and transparent about our process 
and then also be able to require testing so that we can always fall back on that. And if there 
is a concern that comes up, hopefully there isn’t, but if there were, then there’s an avenue to 
resolving that.

EQUITY IN DEPLOYMENT 

Silbey: You have also emphasized the importance of equity in broadband and small cell 
deployment. How does that translate into the conversations you’ve had with Verizon?

Edelstein: I mentioned before connectivity and digital divide issues are a really big challenge 
for us in Syracuse right now. We see it even more so as students and others are at home 
working or trying to do classes. And there is just, if you don’t have Internet, if you don’t have a 
computer, it’s really challenging. Again, I don’t think that 5G and small cells resolve that issue, 
but it plays a piece. It serves as a piece of the puzzle towards resolving the issue. So ensuring 
that we have that kind of coverage citywide, and not just in downtown or not just by the 
university where a lot of times things are normally rolled out was really important to us.

We essentially said, look, here is the data about where problems are. Here are where our 
priority areas are for rollout, and ultimately, we’d like to see this rolled out across the city in 
a relatively rapid fashion. And we think that’s probably the only way that it will get passed 
again by the common council. And so you know, to the degree that you can commit to, or at 
least show us a plan for how that will work, that will help all of us to be able to move forward 
and ultimately will provide the best service for our community, which is ultimately what we’re 
concerned about.
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Internet Connectivity in Syracuse New York

Additionally, if we think that small cells and 5G ultimately provide the opportunity for autonomous 
vehicles or better connectivity to unmanned aerial systems that are flying around when you really 
need that across the city, it doesn’t work if it’s only in a very specific part of the city.

Silbey: Do you think that there are other ways for other communities to negotiate some of these 
broadband equity issues given guidance or mandates that are coming from the federal government 
and/or from state laws? How do other communities address some of these challenges?

Edelstein: We were just really open about what we thought would be passed in terms of 
whatever agreement we were making. Certainly, given the federal requirements there are 
other ways that the telecommunications companies could get at still installing them. But I 
think it was in everybody’s interest to be good partners here. What we said is, you know, we’d 
uphold our part under the bargain on figuring out our permit process, on accepting what the 
fees are that are set up by the FCC. And in return, what we wanted was to ensure that we had 
broad deployment and again protections relative to health, and also that I think that we could 
continue to think about partnership when it comes to innovation with technology related to 5G 
across the city.

LOOKING FORWARD

Silbey: What is the outlook for small cell deployments in Syracuse for the rest of the year?  
And do you think it is changed given the current health crisis?

Edelstein: So far, even though the governor in New York has restricted a lot of construction 
across the state, telecommunications construction remains an essential service. I do not know 
that there will be a huge impact, at least as things stand related to small cell construction. 
We have approved about 100 permits to this point. There are about 50 sites that are ready 
to go, and there have been between five and 10 small cells that have actually been deployed 
and are ready to be turned on as soon as there’s more of a density. And we expect that we’ll 
see hundreds more in the coming couple of years. I think it is something that will move pretty 
quickly, which we’re excited about.
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DALLAS

Interview with Assistant Director Ali Hatefi, Senior Program Manager Srinivasa Veeramallu, 
and City Attorney Don Knight.  
This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Silbey: It was just about two years ago that the state of Texas passed a law governing how 
cities should work with wireless carriers for small cell deployments. While this took away a lot 
of the initial leverage cities had to negotiate permitting fees and timelines, it didn’t change the 
fact that telecom companies and local governments still have to find ways to work together to 
make these small cell deployments feasible.

The topic of how communities have adapted their strategies for partnering with carriers 
was a big focus during our recent Smart City Small Cell Forum event, and to continue that 
conversation, I invited our speakers from Dallas to join me here on this podcast. Ali let’s start 
with you. Can you first tell us what your role is with the city?

Hatefi: I’m the assistant director of the Public Works department, and I’m over the right of way 
management and construction inspection. So, deployment of the 5G or small cells was under 
the section that I am overseeing.

FORGING CONSENSUS

Silbey: When your discussions about widespread small cell deployment started, I understand 
the city of Dallas brought all the wireless carriers and the power utility company together to 
talk about what those deployments might look like. Can you describe briefly, what that process 
was and then some of the standards and procedures you created?

Hatefi: We started implementing all the requirements that we thought were in the best interest 
of the city, and then we started receiving feedback individually from different industries. Once 
we were at the same table, everyone could share what they had. Of course, not all the details 
were shared, and some companies did not feel very comfortable to share all the details with 
their, basically, competitors at the time. But regardless, we got good feedback of what the 
challenges are.

We decided to incorporate whatever was feasible to the city of Dallas to the city’s design 
manual when we did it. We received a bunch of comments. We went over all the comments 
and decided to either agree or disagree on the specific comments. At that point, we created 
another version of the vision of the design manual. We sent it out again for comment at that 
point. Everything on our end is on the Public Works website.

Silbey: And I do think it’s interesting, too, that you involved the power utility as well. I want to 
turn to Don. One thing I thought was fascinating that you mentioned in our Forum event was 
that your team started offering carriers access to new sites for small cells that would not 
otherwise have been available. How did that work? And how did that change the discussion 
with the wireless carriers?
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Knight: When we first developed our design manual, we had anticipated that most small cells 
would be able to be installed on existing utility poles and streetlights. And after our design 
manual was complete, the local investor-owned electric utility that serves the North Texas 
area issued its own rules, and they only allowed small cell providers on secondary distribution 
poles and prohibited them from putting anything other than the antenna on the pole itself. So, 
streetlights and all the other poles were off limits under the electric utility’s rules, and our 
rules did not generally allow ground furniture because of safety concerns and the issue of 
finite space and crowded rights of way. So that meant most of the poles we expected would be 
available to small cell providers were now off limits because of the electric utility’s rules.

While we discussed how we could encourage use of existing poles so that we weren’t adding 
thousands of new poles that would cause visual blight and decreased safety for vehicles – you 
know, by multiplying the number of rigid obstacles they could hit in the right of way – we kept 
coming back to it’s a shame that we can’t use the utility-owned streetlights that are all over 
the city. But we could not force that so long as they were owned by the utility.

MAKING INFRASTRUCTURE AVAILABLE

Sri from the Department of Transportation remarked that it would be great if we could 
somehow get the small cell providers to install new LED streetlights with the capacity 
to become smart poles with city-provided technology. And that got me thinking that the 
utility-owned streetlights were only there because we, as their customer, had paid to have 
them installed. And I knew that we had the right to have them removed if we paid any un-
amortized cost for the existing streetlights. I proposed we offer small cell providers the 
option of removing an existing utility-owned streetlight and replacing it with a city-owned LED 
streetlight that could later be equipped with city-provided smart devices.

To take advantage of this, the small cell providers had to cover the cost of removing the utility-
owned streetlight and installing the new city-owned streetlights. And the small cell providers 
were then responsible for maintaining the pole and restoring it if knocked down, while the city 
was responsible for maintaining the streetlight and any smart devices on the pole. The concept 
was popular enough with small cell providers that we heard they were recommending to other 
cities that they do the same thing that Dallas had done.

Silbey: That is interesting. So that was a chance for you to give them something that they 
would not have otherwise had access to. And at the same time, you were able to offload some 
of the cost while still maintaining ownership of those sites. Is that about right?

Knight: It was. Yes, exactly.
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DEFINING SMALL CELL DESIGN 

Silbey: Sri, do you want to talk a little bit about what those new smart poles look like and what 
some of the design requirements are?

Veeramallu: Sri Veeramallu, city of Dallas, Department of Transportation. You know, when we 
first thought about the pole, we were looking at options around to see what has been done 
in the past with other cities, and we were also looking at what the providers want in terms 
of spacing. And we were also keen on trying to put everything inside and close it so it would 
be pleasing to the eye, right? We had to balance what would be our technical requirements, 
and also what would be something that’s pleasing in a historic district. That’s kind of what we 
started off with.

The basic idea was, we are replacing a streetlight so it should primarily serve a function of 
the light. So we asked, “What are the design requirements that we have for a streetlight and 
what do we need to augment it?” We looked at that, we were like, if you’re going to allow these 
providers there, different providers will have different manufacturers, they’ll have different 
ways of building things. We then asked, “What is the most common thing we want them to stick 
to?” It’s more or less like minimum guidelines that we had. We also wanted to make sure the 
poles will fit on the same pole pattern. Basically, whoever the provider is, wherever they install 
it, it is the same pole pattern so it’s uniform across the city. If there was an issue with one of the 
providers, one of them goes bankrupt or whatever happens, we have the option to replace the 
pole with a standard pole that we can fit on the same pole pattern.
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Wind speed was one question that we asked. We say minimum 110 miles per hour wind loading. We 
defined a pole pattern we wanted. The other thing we were trying to do was say, “What can we fit at 
eye level versus what can we fit 30 feet up in the air?” We considered these aspects.

We looked at some examples and came up with a cylindrical design that will conceal everything in, 
and also give an option for people to install something above the light. That way when the city forces 
go and maintain the light, they’re not actually working on the radios, but below the radios. It kind of 
evolved over time. We started off with some minimum basic requirements, inventing to what we 
wanted, and we came up with the design that most of the providers were able to accept and move 
on and manufacture. And what we have is what you can look at in our design manual. And we also 
have plenty of installations in the city that we can provide some pictures for people to look at.

 
 
Small Cell poles in Dallas

Silbey: What’s a good website for people to check if they want to go see what your design 
manual has as requirements?

Veeramallu: It is on the Right of Way Management System website for the city of Dallas, and 
it is actually incorporated as a part of the right of way management. On the site we have our 
design manual and all the additional documentation that we have out there.

https://dallascityhall.com/departments/public-works/Pages/right-of-way-management.aspx
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 

Silbey: Great. Last question I have is what is the outlook for small cell deployments in Dallas 
at this point for the rest of the year? And how much, if at all, has it changed with the current 
COVID-19 health crisis?

Hatefi: As of now, our operation is still the same as far as the COVID-19 goes, regarding the 
deployment of the small cell. We have received some complaints from some residents saying 
that there is some evidence that this 5G is related to COVID-19 and all of this is speculation, 
and they’re asking us to basically stop the process, or at least delay the process till everything 
is over with this COVID-19. But at this time, we haven’t stopped the process yet and the process 
is still going on.

One good thing was that our right of way permit is an online-based permit system that, even 
before COVID-19, was the same way and people are submitting their applications online, and 
along with all of the supporting documents, which we review and approve if it’s possible. So 
that has not changed. We try to let citizens know that this is a state law, that we cannot dictate 
and say that they cannot install any 5G small cells in the city of Dallas. However, we can guide 
them where to install or tell them what the limitations are.

 
CommScope Spotlight

Mike Fabbri, Vice President and General Manager for CommScope also spoke at the Smart City 
Small Cells event  about how the company works with municipalities like Dallas to develop 
and design highly engineered structures to support small cell 4G and 5G capacity densification 
projects – with the flexibility to support evolving carrier requirements while meeting the 
aesthetic needs of the community.

 
More information on small cell technology and solutions is available from CommScope online.

https://www.commscope.com/globalassets/digizuite/346493-MetroCell-Integrated-Pole-BR-114223-EN.pdf
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COLORADO SPRINGS

Interview with Joshua Pace from the Office of Innovation and Sustainability in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado.  
This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Silbey: Can you start by telling us the status of small cell deployments in Colorado Springs?

Pace: We have about 80 plus or minus applications that have been submitted and approved. 
Construction is beginning. We have several sites downtown, several sites up North, out East. 
So, it’s happening. It’s an ongoing thing. We’re expecting a lot more applications to come in this 
year and, obviously a lot more construction going on this year.

Silbey: So, some of those applications, there’s actually construction work that has started.

Pace: Yes. We have several live sites all over town. I’d say out of those 80 plus or minus 
applications, I bet 75% of those have been constructed.

MANAGING CARRIER RELATIONSHIPS IN PERMITTING 

Silbey: Okay, great. And how are you managing the permitting process? And one of the reasons 
I ask is because one of the things we’ve talked a lot about on this podcast is how relationships 
between communities and wireless carriers are evolving. So I’m curious how you’re managing 
that permitting process and just your interactions in general with your, with the wireless carriers.

Pace: Yeah, we, we have, I would say we have really good working relationships with all 
the carriers. Obviously, they’re at different stages. Some were working on master license 
agreements; some are submitting lots of permits. I’m in communication with all the carriers 
pretty regularly; more frequently with the carriers that are more active in town. it’s been 
really good knowing what future plans they have, knowing how many permits they’re ready to 
submit. We meet with some of them weekly because they are submitting or planning to submit 
so many in the near future. So just having that constant regular correspondence with them has 
been really helpful. That way our planning department and public works and everyone who 
reviews the permits, they know what to expect and when to expect them.

It’s also been really good because obviously, because of the shot clocks we have to be careful 
about making sure we meet all the shot clocks. It’s been great to have kind of these pre-application 
meetings where we just sort of talk about any issues we see with a certain permit or a certain site 
that’s coming in before the shot clock officially starts. So that’s been one really great thing.
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Colorado Springs, Small Cell Permitting Process

Silbey: That’s a really interesting point. So, you’re referring to the shot clocks from the FCC 
order requiring that permits be approved within a certain amount of time. Correct?

Pace: Right. So just to avoid any issues with that, we had these kind of informal pre-application 
meetings where they’re like, “Hey, here’s where we’re thinking of going. Do you foresee any 
issues, like we’re really close to these power lines?” So just kind of those informal discussions 
before an application’s formally submitted, I think has been helpful.

SMALL CELL DESIGN STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS

Silbey: Yeah, that is a really interesting point, and not something that I have heard elsewhere, 
that there’s an opportunity to have that discussion before the shot clock even kicks off. Let us 
shift a little bit and focus on the design of some of these small cell installations. What’s your 
city’s thinking been about setting up design standards for installing these small cells?

Pace: We had some design standards in our city code already. They were pretty vague and 
not overly detailed. One of our key action items has been developing and publishing those 
design standards because obviously, the FCC said in order to enforce design standards, they 
can’t be secret. They can’t, they need to be public. So that was a huge effort. Over the last 
year, we’ve finally published a lot more detailed standards, in January of this year. And a lot of 
work went into that with our municipally owned utility, Colorado Springs Utilities. Our planning 
department and forestry department contributed, the traffic department contributed. So, a lot 
of different departments put their input in on that. And, like I said, we published in January. I 
think we will plan to review it probably once a year for the foreseeable future just to keep up 
with any technology changes or any requirements that may change.
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Silbey: Can you share any of the requirements in there that you’ve, that turned out to be 
particularly important to some of those stakeholders?

Pace: For one we had, our traffic department has requirements of like new infrastructure 
going in at corners or what they call sight triangles, basically at intersections or alleyways  
or driveways. So that was important to make sure no new poles would go in those areas. Our 
forestry department had a lot of input on where construction could occur. There was a similar 
requirement around parks. We have a lot of world-class parks, so we wanted to make sure that 
no poles were going right in front of views of parks and things like that. And Colorado Springs 
Utilities had a lot of requirements as well around, because they manage our street lighting, so 
lighting requirements on the type of luminaires that go in. There were a lot of stakeholders in a 
lot of different aspects of it.

Silbey: Right. You mentioned some of the parks for example, and also traffic intersections. 
What does the geographic spread look like for deployment requests?

Pace: So far, they’re mostly going in obviously our denser areas. We have a lot going on 
around the downtown area, in the north part of town, what they call the Briargate area. And 
then on the east side of town we have a lot of sites going in around that area as well. So, it’s 
been mostly the denser areas. We haven’t had any issues as far as parks or sight triangles or 
anything like that.

Silbey: And is that opening up any conversations about equitable deployments as well?

Pace: Yeah, we have not had a lot of discussions about that, but we are, I feel like we are kind 
of still in the early stages of deployment. We’re expecting a lot more permit applications to 
come in this year just in those informal meetings with the carriers. So, it sort of remains to be 
seen, I would say. We’ll see as more sites get developed.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON PLANNED DEPLOYMENTS

Silbey: Do you think the timeline has changed? I’m just curious. Certainly, with the current 
COVID-19 pandemic that’s impacting a lot of construction work and a lot of things that are 
happening elsewhere. Do you see that impacting timelines?

Pace: I don’t know. We have received fewer applications recently. But then again, in those kind 
of regular discussions with the providers, they’re still planning to push forward. So maybe 
there is a slight delay, but I don’t believe it’s going to be a long-term impact. I still think that 
within the next six months we’ll see a lot more applications coming in.
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ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY 

Silbey: Interesting. Well, final question. How is the public reacting to small cell 
deployments in Colorado Springs? And what community outreach strategies either have 
you considered or are you using now?

Pace: Well so far I really would say it’s more curiosity from the public. They see a small 
cell site on a street near their neighborhood or something and they’ll just call and say, 
“What is this thing?” They just don’t know what it is. So, it’s been basic questions like, 
“What is this? What does it do? What’s the purpose?” And so far, one of our main public 
outreach items has been a webpage that we created. We have some frequently asked 
questions on there. Again, kind of those basic, “What is this thing? What does it do? Who’s 
putting it there?” So, we just have some of that basic information out there for residents. I 
have done a kind of informal Council work session and just kind of gave them some of this 
background information as well.

We expect that we’ll go to Council a couple more times just because we’re working on code 
changes at the same time as all this. We will be talking about small cells more and more 
with Council, which obviously has public meetings. And this podcast I think, is another 
public outreach opportunity. I just talked with our communications department yesterday 
about this podcast. And they said, “Well that’s a good idea. Maybe we should do a podcast, 
just kind of locally through our own communications department.” that’s another idea. The 
providers have also been volunteering to help convey some of this information. So, I would 
say our communication strategy is in the works. We have done a couple of things and we 
have some more ideas of what we’ll do. And yeah, some more stuff should be coming out 
in the near future.

Silbey: Well, it’s good to know that the carriers are open to participating in that as well. 
I’ll note that one thing that I discovered recently because there has been some public 
backlash to 5G technology around the fears that radio frequency waves may have a 
negative health impact, but I discovered that the World Health Organization has issued 
guidance on the topic which you can find on their website and may be a good resource 
to point to. Within that guidance, the WHO states that to date, and after much research 
performed, no adverse health effect has been causally linked with exposure to wireless 
technologies. So that is just a good resource again and something to contribute to the 
conversation.

Pace: Yeah, thanks. I’ll look at that.

https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/5g-mobile-networks-and-health
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FURTHER RESOURCES

WHO Guidance on 5G Mobile Networks and Health 
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/5g-mobile-networks-and-health

CommScope Information on Small Cell Technology  
https://www.commscope.com/globalassets/digizuite/346493-MetroCell-Integrated-Pole-BR-114223-EN.pdf

City of Colorado Springs Small Cell Wireless Communications Permitting  
https://coloradosprings.gov/office-innovation/page/small-cell-wireless-communications-permitting

City of Dallas Small Cell Design Manual  
https://dallascityhall.com/departments/public-works/Pages/right-of-way-management.aspx

FCC Order on Wireless Infrastructure Deployment for 5G 
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-facilitates-wireless-infrastructure-deployment-5g

APPENDIX

Tips for Smart City Telecommunication Planning shared by Al Jenkins, former Deputy Commissioner of 
Telecommunications Planning for New York City 

Smart City Telecommunication Planning:

• Develop a Broadband Task Force

• Map all city asset inventory with the understanding of what that inventory currently hosts or accommodates

• Centralize command and administration of city-wide real property assets for the sale and lease to all current 
and future telecommunication providers

• Streamline municipal zoning, permitting and procurement processes to accelerate small cell deployments

• Develop a ROI business case for proliferating next generation telecom services in exchange for the subsidy  
of real property assets

• Develop a universal city-wide real property asset management tool which acts as the repository and archive 
for all current & future telecommunications assets

• Develop a telecommunications site management unit – either organically or hire a third-party operator

• Communicate with all mobile network operators, cable companies, system integrators and fiber optic 
companies which operate in your market. Map out what telecommunication services you currently have  
and what you need to negotiate for in the future

• Develop an industry experienced deployment or implementation team designed to oversee municipal 
telecommunications 5G & Broadband networks and services 

• Do not allow the current political climate to dictate your Small Cell future – Think Ahead

https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/5g-mobile-networks-and-health
https://www.commscope.com/globalassets/digizuite/346493-MetroCell-Integrated-Pole-BR-114223-EN.pdf 
https://coloradosprings.gov/office-innovation/page/small-cell-wireless-communications-permitting 
https://dallascityhall.com/departments/public-works/Pages/right-of-way-management.aspx
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-facilitates-wireless-infrastructure-deployment-5g

